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1 - Background Information

Introduction

Chronic or life-threatening illnesses can have a devastating impact on both the patient and the family. In today's new world of medicine, many consumers have come to realize that they are the ones who are primarily responsible for their own health care as well as for the health care of their loved ones.

When facing a chronic or life-threatening illness, you need to become an educated consumer in order to make an informed health care decision. Essentially that means finding out everything about the illness - the treatment options, the doctors, and the hospitals - so that you can become an educated health care consumer and make the tough decisions. In the past, consumers would go to a library and read everything available about a particular illness or medical condition. In today's world, many turn to the Internet for their medical information needs.

The first sites visited are usually the well known health "portals" or disease organizations and support groups which contain a general overview of the condition for the layperson. That's a good start but soon all of the basic information is exhausted and the need for more advanced information still exists. What are the latest "cutting-edge" treatment options? What are the results of the most up-to-date clinical trials? Who are the most notable experts? Where are the top-ranked medical institutions and hospitals?

The best source for authoritative medical information in the United States is the National Library of Medicine's medical database called PubMed®, that indexes citations and abstracts (brief summaries) of over 7 million articles from more than 3,800 medical journals published worldwide. PubMed® was developed for medical professionals and is the primary source utilized by health care providers for keeping up with the latest advances in clinical medicine.

A typical PubMed® search for a specific disease or condition, however, usually retrieves hundreds or even thousands of "hits" of journal article citations. That's an avalanche of information that needs to be evaluated and transformed into truly useful knowledge. What are the most relevant journal articles? Which ones apply to your specific situation? Which articles are considered to be the most authoritative - the ones your physician would rely on in making clinical decisions? This is where Medifocus.com provides an effective solution.

Medifocus.com has developed an extensive library of MediFocus Guidebooks covering a wide spectrum of chronic and life threatening diseases. Each MediFocus Guidebook is a
high quality, up-to-date digest of "professional-level" medical information consisting of the most relevant citations and abstracts of journal articles published in authoritative, trustworthy medical journals. This information represents the latest advances known to modern medicine for the treatment and management of the condition, including published results from clinical trials. Each Guidebook also includes a valuable index of leading authors and medical institutions as well as a directory of disease organizations and support groups. MediFocus Guidebooks are reviewed, revised and updated every 4-months to ensure that you receive the latest and most up-to-date information about the specific condition.
About Your MediFocus Guidebook

Introduction

Your MediFocus Guidebook is a valuable resource that represents a comprehensive synthesis of the most up-to-date, advanced medical information published about the condition in well-respected, trustworthy medical journals. It is the same type of professional-level information used by physicians and other health-care professionals to keep abreast of the latest developments in biomedical research and clinical medicine. The Guidebook is intended for patients who have a need for more advanced, in-depth medical information than is generally available to consumers from a variety of other resources. The primary goal of a MediFocus Guidebook is to educate patients and their families about their treatment options so that they can make informed health-care decisions and become active participants in the medical decision making process.

The Guidebook production process involves a team of experienced medical research professionals with vast experience in researching the published medical literature. This team approach to the development and production of the MediFocus Guidebooks is designed to ensure the accuracy, completeness, and clinical relevance of the information. The Guidebook is intended to serve as a basis for a more meaningful discussion between patients and their health-care providers in a joint effort to seek the most appropriate course of treatment for the disease.

Guidebook Organization and Content

Section 1 - Background Information
This section provides detailed information about the organization and content of the Guidebook including tips and suggestions for conducting additional research about the condition.

Section 2 - The Intelligent Patient Overview
This section of your MediFocus Guidebook represents a detailed overview of the disease or condition specifically written from the patient's perspective. It is designed to satisfy the basic informational needs of consumers and their families who are confronted with the illness and are facing difficult choices. Important aspects which are addressed in "The Intelligent Patient" section include:

- The etiology or cause of the disease
- Signs and symptoms
- How the condition is diagnosed
- The current standard of care for the disease
- Treatment options
Section 3 - Guide to the Medical Literature

This is a roadmap to important and up-to-date medical literature published about the condition from authoritative, trustworthy medical journals. This is the same information that is used by physicians and researchers to keep up with the latest developments and breakthroughs in clinical medicine and biomedical research. A broad spectrum of articles is included in each MediFocus Guidebook to provide information about standard treatments, treatment options, new clinical developments, and advances in research. To facilitate your review and analysis of this information, the articles are grouped by specific categories. A typical MediFocus Guidebook usually contains one or more of the following article groupings:

- **Review Articles:** Articles included in this category are broad in scope and are intended to provide the reader with a detailed overview of the condition including such important aspects as its cause, diagnosis, treatment, and new advances.

- **General Interest Articles:** These articles are broad in scope and contain supplementary information about the condition that may be of interest to select groups of patients.

- **Drug Therapy:** Articles that provide information about the effectiveness of specific drugs or other biological agents for the treatment of the condition.

- **Surgical Therapy:** Articles that provide information about specific surgical treatments for the condition.

- **Clinical Trials:** Articles in this category summarize studies which compare the safety and efficacy of a new, experimental treatment modality to currently available standard treatments for the condition. In many cases, clinical trials represent the latest advances in the field and may be considered as being on the "cutting edge" of medicine. Some of these experimental treatments may have already been incorporated into clinical practice.

The following information is provided for each of the articles referenced in this section of your MediFocus Guidebook:

- Article title
- Author Name(s)
- Institution where the study was done
- Journal reference (Volume, page numbers, year of publication)
Linking to Abstracts: Most of the medical journal articles referenced in this section of your MediFocus Guidebook include an abstract (brief summary of the actual article) that can be accessed online via the National Library of Medicine's PubMed® database. You can easily access the individual abstracts online via PubMed® from the "electronic" format of your MediFocus Guidebook by clicking on the corresponding URL address that is provided for each cited article. If you purchased a printed copy of a MediFocus Guidebook, you can still access the article abstracts online by entering the individual URL address for a particular article into your web browser.

Section 4 - Centers of Research
We've compiled a unique directory of doctors, researchers, medical centers, and research institutions with specialized research interest, and in many cases, clinical expertise in the management of the specific medical condition. The "Centers of Research" directory is a valuable resource for quickly identifying and locating leading medical authorities and medical institutions within the United States and other countries that are considered to be at the forefront in clinical research and treatment of the condition.

Inclusion of the names of specific doctors, researchers, hospitals, medical centers, or research institutions in this Guidebook does not imply endorsement by Medifocus.com, Inc. or any of its affiliates. Consumers are encouraged to conduct additional research to identify health-care professionals, hospitals, and medical institutions with expertise in providing specific medical advice, guidance, and treatment for this condition.

Section 5 - Tips on Finding and Choosing a Doctor
One of the most important decisions confronting patients who have been diagnosed with a serious medical condition is finding and choosing a qualified physician who will deliver high-level, quality medical care in accordance with currently accepted guidelines and standards of care. Finding the "best" doctor to manage your condition, however, can be a frustrating and time-consuming experience unless you know what you are looking for and how to go about finding it. This section of your Guidebook offers important tips for how to find physicians as well as suggestions for how to make informed choices about choosing a doctor who is right for you.

Section 6 - Directory of Organizations
This section of your Guidebook is a directory of select disease organizations and support groups that are in the business of helping patients and their families by providing access to information, resources, and services. Many of these organizations can answer your questions, enable you to network with other patients, and help you find a doctor in your geographical area who specializes in managing your condition.
PARKINSON'S DISEASE

Introduction to Parkinson's Disease

Parkinson's disease (PD) is a progressive, neurodegenerative disorder that affects movement, muscle control, and balance, as well as numerous other motor and non-motor functions. It is part of a group of conditions known as motor systems disorders. Parkinson's disease was named for James Parkinson, a general practitioner in London who first described the symptoms of the disease during the 19th century. Symptoms describing Parkinson's disease are mentioned in the writings of medicine in India dating back to 5,000 BCE, as well as in Chinese writings dating back approximately 2,500 years. Parkinson's disease is the most common movement disorder, and the second most common neurodegenerative disorder, following Alzheimer's disease.

The underlying disease process of Parkinson's disease involves the death of dopamine-producing cells and the subsequent reduction of available dopamine in the brain which affects motor function. The hallmark symptoms of Parkinson's disease (PD) are asymmetric (one side of the body) tremors at rest, rigidity (muscle stiffness), bradykinesia (slowness in movement), and impairment of gait and posture (walking and standing erect). There is currently no cure for Parkinson's disease; it is always chronic and progressive, meaning that the symptoms always exist and always worsen over time. The rate of progression varies from person to person, as does the intensity of the symptoms. While walking, balance, muscle control and coordination are affected, Parkinson's disease itself is not a fatal disease and many people live with Parkinson's into their older years. Mortality of individuals with PD is usually attributable to secondary complications, such as pneumonia or fall-related injuries.

There are three types of Parkinson's disease and they are grouped by age of onset:

- **Adult-Onset Parkinson's Disease** - This is the most common type of Parkinson's disease. The average age of onset is approximately 60 years old. The incidence of Adult-Onset PD rises noticeably as people advance in age (70's and 80's).

- **Young-Onset Parkinson's Disease** - The age of onset is between 21-40 years old. Though the incidence of Young-Onset Parkinson's disease is very high in Japan (approximately 40% of cases diagnosed with Parkinson's disease in Japan), it is still relatively uncommon in the U.S., with estimates ranging from 5-10% of PD cases diagnosed.

- **Juvenile Parkinson's Disease** - The age of onset is before the age of 21. The incidence of Juvenile Parkinson's disease is very low.
There are hereditary forms of PD that affect up to 15% of individuals with Parkinson's disease and are usually associated with Juvenile or Adult-Onset PD.

Parkinson's disease significantly impairs quality of life, not only for individuals with PD but for their families as well, and especially for their primary caregivers. It is therefore important for caregivers and family members to educate themselves and become familiar with the course of Parkinson's disease and the progression of symptoms so that they can be actively involved in communication with health care providers and in understanding all decisions regarding treatment.

**Incidence of Parkinson's Disease**

According to the American Parkinson's Disease Association (APDA), there are approximately 1.5 million people in the U.S. who suffer from Parkinson's disease - approximately 1-2% of people over the age of 60, and 3-5% of the population over age 85. The incidence of PD ranges from 8.6-19 per 100,000 people. Approximately 50,000 new cases are diagnosed in the U.S. annually. That number is expected to rise as the general population in the U.S. ages. All races and ethnic groups are affected.

The incidence of Parkinson's disease among males and females is generally equally distributed when onset of disease is before the age of 60. When onset is past 60 years of age, most studies report a higher incidence in males.

**Pathophysiology of Parkinson's Disease**

Increasing evidence suggests that Parkinson's disease is a multi-system brain disease in which various neurotransmitter systems are affected, including those controlling voluntary movement.

Deep in the brain, below the cerebral cortex, there are interconnected areas of grey matter collectively known as the *basal ganglia* (literally "basement structures"). These structures include the *caudate nucleus, putamen, and globus pallidum internus* (GPi) which are involved in controlling voluntary movement. Next to the basal ganglia are a cluster of nerve cells called the *substantia nigra* which produce *dopamine*, an essential neurotransmitter that is responsible for transmitting electrical signals between nerve cells to regulate movement. The substantia nigra sends out fibers to the *corpus striatum* (bands of tissue in the caudate nucleus and putamen) where the dopamine is released. The transmission of dopamine and its release into the corpus striatum is necessary for smooth, coordinated muscle movement.

Parkinson's disease occurs when there is a disruption of dopamine production, which leads to impaired neurotransmission (communication between brain cells) in the basal ganglia. As the nerve cells in the brain that make dopamine are destroyed, the reduced levels of dopamine cause the nerve cells to fire out of control, resulting in a loss of smooth, controlled muscle activity. The death of dopamine-producing cells in the substantia nigra leads to reduced levels of dopamine reaching the corpus striatum, and this is the primary pathology in Parkinson's disease. By the time symptoms develop, there is at least a 60% loss of dopamine-producing cells in the substantia nigra, and an 80-90% loss of dopamine in the corpus striatum.
Parkinson's disease is also characterized by the presence of Lewy bodies, abnormal structures that are found in the nerve cells of the substantia nigra as well as in other secondary locations. Lewy bodies are strongly correlated with neurodegeneration and are considered a diagnostic hallmark of Parkinson's disease.

In addition, it is known that the disease process of Parkinson's disease begins long before motor symptoms are clinically visible. Many patients report to their doctors that they already experienced non-motor symptoms associated with PD, such as fatigue, constipation, and olfactory changes, several years before onset of overt symptoms.

Risk Factors for Parkinson's Disease

Researchers have been unable to identify specific causes of Parkinson's disease, but there are many theories regarding factors which may individually or in combination play a role in its development. These include:

- **Age** - Age is the most important risk factor for PD. As the population ages, the worldwide incidence of PD is expected to rise significantly.

- **Genetic predisposition** - Researchers have found gene mutations related to juvenile and Young-Onset PD. Recently, a new mutation was identified on the LRRK2 gene that is believed to be related to idiopathic PD (from an unknown cause). Other genes that have been identified include SNCA, PARKIN, and PINK1.

- **Family history** - According to the National Institute of Neurologic Disorders and Stroke (NINDS), approximately 15-20% of individuals with Parkinson's disease have a close relative who exhibited a parkinsonian symptom. Estimates are that family members of an individual with PD have three to four times the risk of developing PD than the general population. It is thought that if the right factors come together in an individual with a predisposition based on family history, that individual will develop Parkinson's disease.

- **Oxidative damage** - Free radicals (unstable molecules) circulating in the brain may cause oxidation, resulting in damage to dopamine-producing neurons. Some researchers refer to free radicals as endogenous toxins (toxins produced by the body).

- **Toxins** - Exposure to environmental toxins such as pesticides may cause degeneration of the dopamine-producing cells. It is known that exposure to the herbicide Paraquat™ elevates the risk for Parkinson's. Although not clearly understood, it appears that smoking lowers the risk of developing PD.

- **Occupational exposure** - There is a higher prevalence of PD among welders, farmers, cabinet makers, and clothes cleaners than among other occupations. Industrial exposure to heavy metals (such as iron, zinc, copper, mercury, and magnesium) and drinking well water with high levels of heavy metals, also elevate the risk of PD.

- **Accelerated aging of neural cells** - This theory proposes that for unknown reasons, the
normal age-related death of brain cells is accelerated in patients with Parkinson's disease, causing the dopamine-producing cells to "age" and die faster than normal.

The Intelligent Patient Overview in the complete Medifocus Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease also includes the following additional sections:

- Diagnosis of Parkinson's Disease
- Treatment Options for Parkinson's Disease
- Quality of Life Issues and Lifestyle Interventions in Parkinson's Disease
- New Developments
- Questions to Ask Your Doctor about Parkinson's Disease

To Order the Complete Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease Click Here
Or Call 800-965-3002 (USA) or 301-649-9300 (Outside USA)
Introduction

This section of your MediFocus Guidebook is a comprehensive bibliography of important recent medical literature published about the condition from authoritative, trustworthy medical journals. This is the same information that is used by physicians and researchers to keep up with the latest advances in clinical medicine and biomedical research. A broad spectrum of articles is included in each MediFocus Guidebook to provide information about standard treatments, treatment options, new developments, and advances in research.

To facilitate your review and analysis of this information, the articles in this MediFocus Guidebook are grouped in the following categories:

- Review Articles - 84 Articles
- General Interest Articles - 27 Articles
- Drug Therapy Articles - 9 Articles
- Clinical Trials Articles - 25 Articles
- Deep Brain Stimulation Articles - 10 Articles

The following information is provided for each of the articles referenced in this section of your MediFocus Guidebook:

- Title of the article
- Name of the authors
- Institution where the study was done
- Journal reference (Volume, page numbers, year of publication)
- Link to Abstract (brief summary of the actual article)

Linking to Abstracts: Most of the medical journal articles referenced in this section of your MediFocus Guidebook include an abstract (brief summary of the actual article) that can be accessed online via the National Library of Medicine's PubMed® database. You can easily access the individual abstracts online via PubMed® from the "electronic" format of your MediFocus Guidebook by clicking on the URI that is provided for each cited article. If you purchased a printed copy of the MediFocus Guidebook, you can still access the abstracts online by entering the individual URI for a particular abstract into your computer's web browser.
**Recent Literature: What Your Doctor Reads**

Database: PubMed <January 2016 to July 2019>

**Review Articles**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safinamide for Parkinson's disease.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author:</strong></td>
<td>Drug Ther Bull. 2018 May;56(5):54-57. doi: 10.1136/dtb.2018.5.0623.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2. |   |
| **The potential role of herbal products in the treatment of Parkinson's disease.** |   |
| **Authors:** | Amro MS; Teoh SL; Norzana AG; Srijit D |
| **Institution:** | Department of Anatomy, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia Medical Centre, 56000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Lumpur, Malaysia. Lumpur, Malaysia. Lumpur, Malaysia. |

| 3. |   |
| **Genetic risk factors in Parkinson's disease.** |   |
| **Authors:** | Billingsley KJ; Bandres-Ciga S; Saez-Atienza S; Singleton AB |
| **Institution:** | Laboratory of Neurogenetics, National Institute on Aging, National Institutes of Health, 35 Convent Drive, Bethesda, MD, 20892, USA. singleta@mail.nih.gov.; Department of Molecular and Clinical Pharmacology, Institute of Translational Medicine, University of Liverpool, L69 3BX, Liverpool, UK. |
The **Guide to the Medical Literature** in the complete Medifocus Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease includes the following sections:

- Review Articles - 84 Articles
- General Interest Articles - 27 Articles
- Drug Therapy Articles - 9 Articles
- Clinical Trials Articles - 25 Articles
- Deep Brain Stimulation Articles - 10 Articles

To Order the Complete **Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease** [Click Here](#)
Or Call 800-965-3002 (USA) or 301-649-9300 (Outside USA)
This section of your MediFocus Guidebook is a unique directory of doctors, researchers, medical centers, and research institutions with specialized research interest, and in many cases, clinical expertise in the management of this specific medical condition. The Centers of Research directory is a valuable resource for quickly identifying and locating leading medical authorities and medical institutions within the United States and other countries that are considered to be at the forefront in clinical research and treatment of this disorder.

Use the Centers of Research directory to contact, consult, or network with leading experts in the field and to locate a hospital or medical center that can help you.

The following information is provided in the Centers of Research directory:

• **Geographic Location**
  - United States: the information is divided by individual states listed in alphabetical order. Not all states may be included.
  - Other Countries: information is presented for select countries worldwide listed in alphabetical order. Not all countries may be included.

• **Names of Authors**
  - Select names of individual authors (doctors, researchers, or other health-care professionals) with specialized research interest, and in many cases, clinical expertise in the management of this specific medical condition, who have recently published articles in leading medical journals about the condition.
  - E-mail addresses for individual authors, if listed on their specific publications, is also provided.

• **Institutional Affiliations**
  - Next to each individual author's name is their institutional affiliation (hospital, medical center, or research institution) where the study was conducted as listed in their publication(s).
  - In many cases, information about the specific department within the medical institution where the individual author was located at the time the study was conducted is also provided.
# Centers of Research

## United States

### AZ - Arizona

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Author</th>
<th>Institutional Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Troster AI</td>
<td>Department of Clinical Neuropsychology and Center for Neuromodulation, Barrow Neurological Institute, Phoenix, AZ, USA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CA - California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Author</th>
<th>Institutional Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ancoli-Israel S</td>
<td>Parkinson's Disease and Movement Disorders Program, Henry Ford Hospital, West Bloomfield, MI. Bloomfield, MI. Irvine. Jolla, CA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawley B</td>
<td>Department of Neurology, Loma Linda University School of Medicine, Loma Linda, CA, USA. CA, USA. CA, USA. Linda, CA, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashtipour K</td>
<td>Department of Neurology, Loma Linda University School of Medicine, Loma Linda, CA, USA. CA, USA. CA, USA. Linda, CA, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patel N</td>
<td>Parkinson's Disease and Movement Disorders Program, Henry Ford Hospital, West Bloomfield, MI. Bloomfield, MI. Irvine. Jolla, CA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DC - Washington D.C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Author</th>
<th>Institutional Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elkurd MT</td>
<td>Department of Neurology, Medstar Georgetown University Hospital, Georgetown, Washington DC, USA. Washington DC, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pahwa R</td>
<td>Department of Neurology, Medstar Georgetown University Hospital, Georgetown, Washington DC, USA. Washington DC, USA.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The **Centers of Research** in the complete *Medifocus Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease* includes the following sections:

- Centers of Research for relevant states in the United States
- Centers of Research listed for relevant countries outside the United States

To Order the Complete **Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease** [Click Here](#)
Or Call 800-965-3002 (USA) or 301-649-9300 (Outside USA)
Introduction

One of the most important decisions confronting patients who have been diagnosed with a serious medical condition is finding and choosing a qualified physician who will deliver a high level and quality of medical care in accordance with currently accepted guidelines and standards of care. Finding the "best" doctor to manage your condition, however, can be a frustrating and time-consuming experience unless you know what you are looking for and how to go about finding it.

The process of finding and choosing a physician to manage your specific illness or condition is, in some respects, analogous to the process of making a decision about whether or not to invest in a particular stock or mutual fund. After all, you wouldn't invest your hard earned money in a stock or mutual fund without first doing exhaustive research about the stock or fund's past performance, current financial status, and projected future earnings. More than likely you would spend a considerable amount of time and energy doing your own research and consulting with your stock broker before making an informed decision about investing. The same general principle applies to the process of finding and choosing a physician. Although the process requires a considerable investment in terms of both time and energy, the potential payoff can be well worth it--after all, what can be more important than your health and well-being?

This section of your Guidebook offers important tips for how to find physicians as well as suggestions for how to make informed choices about choosing a doctor who is right for you.

Tips for Finding Physicians

Finding a highly qualified, competent, and compassionate physician to manage your specific illness or condition takes a lot of hard work and energy but is an investment that is well-worth the effort. It is important to keep in mind that you are not looking for just any general physician but rather for a physician who has expertise in the treatment and management of your specific illness or condition. Here are some suggestions for where you can turn to identify and locate physicians who specialize in managing your disorder:

• **Your Doctor** - Your family physician (family medicine or internal medicine specialist) is a good starting point for finding a physician who specializes in your illness. Chances are that your doctor already knows several specialists in your geographic area who specialize in your illness and can recommend several names to you. Your doctor can also provide you with information about their qualifications, training, and hospital affiliations.
The **Tips on Finding and Choosing a Doctor** in the complete Medifocus Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease includes additional information that will assist you in locating a highly qualified and competent physician to manage your specific illness.

To Order the Complete Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease Click Here
Or Call 800-965-3002 (USA) or 301-649-9300 (Outside USA)
6 - Directory of Organizations

American Academy of Neurology
201 Chicago Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55415
800.879.1960
memberservies@aan.com
www.aan.com

American Association of Neurological Surgeons
5550 Meadowbrook Drive, Rolling Meadows, IL  60088
888.566.AANS  847.378-0500
info@aans.org
www.aans.org

American Parkinson Disease Association
135 Parkinson Avenue; Staten Island, NY  10305
718.981.8001;  800.223.2732
apda@apdaparkinson.org
www.apdaparkinson.org

APDA National Young Onset Center
63 West Main St, Suite H, Freehold, NJ 07728
800- 838-0879
www.wellspouse.org

Bachmann-Strauss Dystonia & Parkinsons Disease Foundation
Mt. Sinai Medical Center; Fred French Building  551 5th Avenue  Suite 520  New York, NY 10176
212.682.9900
www.dystonia-parkinsons.org

Cargiver Action Network
1150 Connecticut Avenue; #501; Kensington, MD  20036-3904
202-454-3970
info@caregiveraction.org
www.caregiveraction.org/
The **Directory of Organizations** in the complete **Medifocus Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease** includes a list of selected disease organizations and support groups that are helping people diagnosed with Parkinson's Disease.

To Order the Complete **Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease** [Click Here](#)
Or Call 800-965-3002 (USA) or 301-649-9300 (Outside USA)
This document is only a SHORT PREVIEW of the Medifocus Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease. It is intended primarily to give you a general overview of the format and structure of the Guidebook as well as select pages from each major Guidebook section listed in the Table of Contents.

To purchase the COMPLETE Medifocus Guidebook on Parkinson's Disease (202 pages; Updated January 4, 2019), please:

• Call us at:
  • 800-965-3002 (United States)
  • 301-649-9300 (Outside the United States)

• Order online through our website:
  • **Printed Version**
    • Mailed to you and bound for easy reading.
    • Includes free online access to the electronic guidebook for one full year.

  • **Electronic Version**
    • Adobe PDF document that can be viewed or printed on any computer
    • Online updates are included for one full year.
Disclaimer

Medifocus.com, Inc. serves only as a clearinghouse for medical health information and does not directly or indirectly practice medicine. Any information provided by Medifocus.com, Inc. is intended solely for educating our clients and should not be construed as medical advice or guidance, which should always be obtained from a licensed physician or other health-care professional. As such, the client assumes full responsibility for the appropriate use of the medical and health information contained in the Guidebook and agrees to hold Medifocus.com, Inc. and any of its third-party providers harmless from any and all claims or actions arising from the clients’ use or reliance on the information contained in this Guidebook. Although Medifocus.com, Inc. makes every reasonable attempt to conduct a thorough search of the published medical literature, the possibility always exists that some significant articles may be missed.

Copyright

© Copyright 2017, Medifocus.com, Inc. All rights reserved as to the selection, arrangement, formatting, and presentation of the information contained in this report, including our background and introductory information.